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A Quick Google Search for "feminists not having kids"...
March 20, 2020 | 54 upvotes | by CoveIdEgo

Has delivered Amazing news! See for yourself!
Like the religions of the past that didn't survive, apparently some feminists are INTENTIONALLY
refraining from having kids. You see, religions used to be against sex; some said it was only allowed for
procreation, while others didn't allow it at all. Predictably, the ones that didn't allow sex AT ALL, didn't
last long. You need people being born with your beliefs to keep your beliefs going.
This probably won't end up quite like that. The extreme feminists, the ones who hate men (whether they
recognize the hatred or not) will be REMOVING THEIR GENES FROM THE GENE POOL and with
those genes, the propensity to think the way they do, process information the way they do... will be gone!
It's just a matter of time. I assume that the more moderate ones will be the ones that don't drop out of the
evolutionary race early, haven't seen solid evidence but it stands to reason right?
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Comments

VestigialHead • 12 points • 21 March, 2020 05:01 AM 

Yes that makes sense. But I do not think we should be waiting for the 60 years it will take for these scum to start
dying off. We need to be bringing back equality way before then.

CoveIdEgo[S] • 6 points • 21 March, 2020 11:25 AM 

I don't think we ever had equality good sir.

From back in pre-sapien days in the jungle to now, males have been males and females have been females.
Fighting to protect the women and children is a job that has always fallen to men because whether its fists or
spears, men have outclassed women in combat.

Men spent our lives keeping our tribes alive, women were protected from outside harms. Intruding males
wouldn't be treated the same as intruding females, if there was such a thing. An outside man would be a
threat, but you'd want women from other tribes for the sake of genetic diversity.

If we go further back, before the genetic mutation that caused male mammals to have denser muscles, who
knows. Rodent-like prehistoric species probably weren't too concerned with equality.

I think for sanity's sake, it would be best to kinda let this shit get sorted out on its own. There's a lot of
hypocrisy going on, and it would astound me if they aren't able to see it after they've calmed down.
Obviously they're still in the "getting more angry" phase. For example, feminists protesting in Mexico (amid
the coronavirus outbreak, mind you) about all the disappearing females in Mexico. 10% of the deaths are
women, which is of course, unacceptable. Violence against women in a civilized society in general is also
unacceptable (apparently violence should only happen against men? Have yet to see a feminist get angry
about something happening to non-women).

And that's just equality, zero tolerance for violence against one specific sex is by definition equality. Of
course, "feminist theory" is largely inspired by women's studies "researchers" who have somehow
scientifically arrived at that definition of equality, and as such isn't subject to bias. Just like how the same
people, in a manner just as unbiased, determined that there's no such thing as sexism against men, because of
social context.

I learned this during my brief stint in grad school where I found myself surrounded by these unbiased, non-
sexist, critical thinkers in a place where disagreeing with them in any manner was grounds for dismissal. So
after dropping out because of how infuriating it is to contemplate their attempt (might be an exaggeration) at
logical thought, I find myself obsessing about the (apparently not) obvious logical errors they make. "They're
women, they're angry, they're the the only ones with any disadvantages or who suffered in a way the other
sex didn't throughout out evolutionary history, and it's sexist to think otherwise!" So short of extreme,
counter-productive action, I eventually figured there's gotta be some way to continue living without
developing cardiovascular disease as a direct result of exposing my mind to the cognitive comprehension of
just how deeply rooted their heads have become within the comfort zone of their own assholes.

Just fuck it man. Try to keep yourself protected from the bullshit, they have actually gone through shit too,
but most people don't want to think about shit like that. There are angry feminists and we don't like them, I
dunno, hard to be smugly superior when I'm also acting like an asshat. If one day the ability to reason
suddenly appears within the realm of feminists and they stop their inconsistencies, contradictions, biases,
mental gymnastics needed to hold contradictory views and beliefs... I really can't imagine I'd be annoyed
with anything they do or say. If they're logically consistent there's nothing to complain about. So until the
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day that hell freezes over, I'm just gonna try to be amused by their FUCKING GLARING hypocrisy. Cuz
that shit is there to STAY.

Anyway yeah, they'll calm down eventually, probably more likely from deleting themselves from the gene
pool out of spire and scorn. I truly can't imagine there's any substance to the "they'll start thinking" way out
of this cesspool of negativity they've dug and dragged everyone into.

VestigialHead • 3 points • 21 March, 2020 12:04 PM 

I hear what you are saying. But I find the notion of ignoring them and hoping they will go away to be
VERY dangerous. Feminist groups are very active and lobby powers that be very strongly. They are well
organised even though they could not have a rational thought between them. Organising protests,
meetings and action groups has always been a strong suit of females.

These groups are forcing real law changes that severely screw over men. If all men where to just stick
their heads in the sand and ignore them we would very quickly find we were in a world that does not
tolerate men at all. Most of us would end up in prison because the course of our daily lives would offend
some feminist and because of their hold over law makers they can simply press charges. Something that
due to the things you so eloquently explained we could not do back to them.

So I fear male apathy in the face of this serious attack on men and masculinity. I do agree that given
enough time it may fix itself. But the number of men who will suffer in the mean time would be
astronomical.

I think instead we need to be getting organised and try to beat them at their own game. Not quite sure
how just yet though.

CoveIdEgo[S] • 3 points • 21 March, 2020 12:36 PM 

I hear you on that. Letting them have at it and doing nothing will undoubtedly make thing worse. I
feel like these things are reciprocal though, and eventually sanity will reign supreme (or from the
looks of it society might fall apart before they establish further dominance).

Also... it's important not to act for the sake of acting. Passively, things will go the way they go. If we
do the wrong thing we Can Easily make things worse. Even getting men organized is risky, from
what I've seen from Men's Right's groups.

Even though MRAs haven't done anything significantly worse than feminists, and accusations of
sexism could be fairly made on either side... they're women and we're men. Men are -
UNIVERSALLY- judged more harshly than women. It's not just prison sentencing and court
decisions. Imagine a woman slapping your wife versus a man doing it. We want men to be treated
equally and we'd still have to mentally force ourselves through the social norms and consequences in
order to react identically.

So if men are going to do something, we CAN'T act like the feminists because if we THINK it
legitimizes their efforts, acting like them would end up with all of us in prison. That's the bias that
we're up against. The game is finding a way to have an impact in the social context we're faced with
today. They have the luxury (and disadvantage) of being allowed to be angry. We don't. Thankfully,
anger tends to make people act and think like they're absolutely retarded, so I view it as something of
a blessing. Plus if they're painting a picture of us as monsters and we're like, writing essays and
having intellectual conversations... give it enough time and people are gonna wonder what they actual
fuck they're talking about.

[deleted] • 3 points • 21 March, 2020 11:59 AM 
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This doesn't mean it will stop them from having sex, and accusing men of rape... in our lifetime.

CoveIdEgo[S] • 2 points • 21 March, 2020 12:02 PM 

That's true. I can't really think of anything that will either. But, the craziest of them not breeding lands in the
win column for me. Best-case scenario doesn't look like it's gonna be ideal in any way, but still, gotta take
victories where you find them.

[deleted] • 2 points • 21 March, 2020 07:24 PM 

I thought you said pest-case scenario Lol

TomToms8 • 1 point • 23 March, 2020 03:53 AM 

The only people willing to have sex with them either way not counting people who were tricked into it
are white nights so there offspring won’t be to intellectual so even if they are able to reproduce the
people with an above 8 IQ will easily be able to denounce there logic

But if they are denying all sex like you say we don’t even have to wait for them to de-evolve back to
Neanderthals

chambertlo • 2 points • 21 March, 2020 11:00 AM 

They’re also getting abortions, which is always a win. These women shouldn’t be having kids to begin with,
doing the world a huge favor.

CoveIdEgo[S] • 2 points • 21 March, 2020 12:07 PM 

Right? They're not planning this out very well. An easy way for men's rights to survive and maintain
throughout the years is to not get hostile and take fire like them (and honestly, we're men, we get blamed and
punished for shit that women wouldn't only get away with, but would honestly be surprised if someone even
called them out on it).

Anger from men is much more strongly frowned upon (retaliated against) by society. But we play our cards
right, plant seeds of reason and restraint, we can show ourselves to be the good guys when the dust settles.
Also if we have a fuckton of kids there will be more of us, and we can improve lives for men by virtue of
sheer numbers.

Best get to fucking I guess.

TomToms8 • 1 point • 23 March, 2020 03:54 AM 

I don’t like abortion but they obviously don’t see that there killing off the cult smh once again I hate in every
way abortion unless it would hurt the mom of course

Diogenes-- • 2 points • 21 March, 2020 12:33 PM 

The extreme feminists, the ones who hate men

All feminists hate men. The feminist hate movement is responsible, through its pressure on the democrat hate
party, for VAWA and Title IX. Those are federal US laws which punish innocent men - hate laws.

CoveIdEgo[S] • 3 points • 21 March, 2020 12:56 PM 

Ehh, they're all biased against men, there are some of them whose actions speak of their contempt for men
but who still pay lip-service to equality, and there are the ones who will just come right out and say it.

But things aren't equal, probably never will be. Men and women have advantages and disadvantages over
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one another, and that's probably there to stay. We see them fighting a battle and saying equal rights fight the
patriarchy and stuff... we have to keep in mind, they're fighting their war as WOMEN in a way that works
FOR WOMEN in a world WITHOUT EQUALITY.

As men we can't fall for their rhetoric. We've fallen into a trap in thinking that if we point out ways in which
things are unequal for us, we can convince people to care. We're MEN. And we're copying WOMEN. People
do not treat women like they treat men. We're trying to fight for equality BECAUSE THEY ARE.

We don't really want equality sometimes! Honestly, men and women should NOT be paid the same! Men
can do any job that women can and many that they can't. If men and women get paid the same there's no
incentive for men to do dangerous high-paying jobs that are NECESSARY for our way of life.

We can't just follow their lead, blindly. They WILL lead us into a pit. We are their enemy. And I think we're
fighting the wrong battle.

Barrackubus • 2 points • 21 March, 2020 07:42 PM 

Give it enough time along with the left sided agenda, the femninazis are gong to use this ideology to implement
population control. Soon enough nobody is going to give birth without permission. Every sexual act whether it is
consensual or not is going to be examined with great scrutiny,

jayjones1994 • 1 point • 22 March, 2020 02:05 AM 

The future is feminine anyway. Most developed countries quickly turns feminine when women get more rights.
Look at Norway and Sweden. Feminine countries also have less crime rate.

TomToms8 • 1 point • 23 March, 2020 03:56 AM 

With the feminists of today I hope This isn’t gonna happen
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